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INAUGURAL ADDRESS 

RICHARD D. WEIGLE 
PRESIDENT OF ST. JOHN'S COLLEGE 

It is with a sense of deep humility that I accept the charge you have 
placed upon me today-that of guiding the destinies of St. John's 
College in the years ahead. No man could ask for a more challenging 
an~ inspiring task at a time when education is so vital for the very 
existence of our Republic. No man could desire a finer heritage than 
that of this respected Maryland institution which boasts its historical 
b~ginni~gs under the Crown in 1696. No man could hope for a more 
st1mulatmg and important idea than that which undergirds the whole 
educational program of this College. I am glad that this is happening 
to me today under this venerable Liberty Tree, rather than on the plat
form or in the stadium of some other college or university. To the entire 
College community-students, faculty, Visitors and Governors, and 
alumni-and to the many devoted friends of the College both within 
and outside of this great State of Maryland both Mrs. Weigle and I pledge 
our energies and our talents that St. John's College may prosper and 
that it may continue to exert a salutary influence upon the education of 
this nation. 

Sensitive as I am to the honor you all have paid me, I would urge 
that a college and not a man receive recognition today. Few institutions 
have endured more crises and vicissitudes than St. John's College through
out the 254 years of its history. Twice during the first half of this 
very century the basic character of the institution was changed-once at 
the time of the abandonment of the military course in Major Garey's 
regime, and again with the advent of Stringfellow Barr and Scott 
Buchanan when the present curriculum was adopted. Such transitions 
are not easy. Even since 193 7 the College has been beset with obstades
the gradual evaporation of a student body during World War II, the 
bout with our neighbor across the wall over the question of real estate, 
and then the departure of the two men who had conceived and brought 
mto bemg the new program. Suffice it to say that the College did survive, 
and that very fact is a tribute to the efficacy of the idea and the sound
ness of the program. It now appears to be a clearly established fact that 
the College is greater than any individual or even any group on its 
faculty. 

Thirteen years have elapsed since books and balances began their 
appointed tasks on this campus. In that period of time ten classes have 
graduated two hundred men. Some two hundred others have matriculated 
but fallen victims to military service, financial necessity, unaccustomed 

freedom or the gods of practicality and vocation" Perhaps it is not too 
of the for the success of any 

men it has to educate. 

should be dialectic in the best St. 
as to success. Are men to be judged by 

financial or their inclusion in Who's Vv ho? Is the criterion 
to be the number or cars one drives Of the dubs one to~ Is the 
answer to be found in man's service to his fellow man? are there 
other criteria? 

I am going to suggest that a college has attained its objectives if its 
graduates meet three conditions: first, that they have developed their in
tellectual faculties to the point where they can reason well, make free 
decisions, and speak clearly and persuasively; second, that they understand 
and appreciate the great cultural heritage in the forward movement of 
which they stand; and, third, that they have thought out for themselves a 
philosophy of life which is personally satisfying, which shows true ap
preciation of religious and moral values and which stimulates participation 
with their fellows in meeting the common responsibilities of the Republic 
that is ours. It is my contention that this College in some real degree has 
achieved just this over the last thirteen years" 

A questionnaire was recently mailed by an alumni committee to all 
men who matriculated since September of 1937. Replies from approxi
mately one-third of the graduates and one-quarter of the non-graduates 
have already been received and permit interesting, if tentative, conclusions. 
One criticism always aimed at St John's by its detractors is that the stu
dent is trained for no particular job. Less than half of the graduates be
lieved that their St John's education had helped them to choose a vocation, 
but several claimed it enabled them to derive satisfaction from whatever 
they did. Queried as to what part of their education they now found 
most important to them, the young alumni replied: "Training in analytical 
thinking," a "philosophy of living," "intellectual self-confidence," the 

to make independent judgments," "perspective," "a critical active 
to problems," and the "habit of careful evaluation." 

It was the general consensus that the meaning of a St John's 
education outweighed the utilitarian, one man expressed it, the pro-
gram "develops the whole person," Or in the words of another, "I con
sider the values of the human spirit which I began to realize at St. John's 
the highest in my own life." More than three-quarters of the group 
stated that it had brought an ability to fulfill better the responsibilities 
of a citizen, although a minority claimed a tendency to neglect "the 
practical life in favor of the pursuit of speculative truth." On the other 
hand, another wrote that St. John's gave him a "keener sense of political 
responsibility" than he had had before. 



As to the program itself, there was overwhelming approval of the 
non-elective aspect of the curriculum. Only a handful found the course 
too serious, although half of those answering felt that academic discipline 
had not been sufficient. Of all phases of the program, the laboratory 
received most criticism, a situation which we have tried to alleviate, I 
trust with some success. Other constructive criticisms had to do with 
strengthening the faculty and with stimulating contacts with other colleges 
to prevent too much insularity. All of these suggestions and many others 
will receive the careful scrutiny of the Instruction Committee of the 
Faculty as it continues the process of solidifying, improving and, when 
necessary, modifying the curriculum. 

With respect to graduate work, the questionnaires indicated that three
fifths of those answering had gone on to graduate and professional 
schools. Most found difficulty in a lack of basic subject matter and of 
an historical sense during the first year. They adjusted themselves only 
gradually to the strange pedagogy of incessant lectures. After the first 
year or so, however, the broad view of things and the ability to think 
critically more than compensated for the initial disadvantages. Almost 
without exception the entire group reported that the benefits outweighed 
the difficulties arising from a St. John's education, 

Probably the best gauge of the program was the response to the ques
tion as to whether the individual would again choose St. John's if he 
were commencing his college course anew. Only three of the sixty gradu
ates qualified their affirmative answer in the slightest degree. Of the 
fifty non-graduates, three-quarters answered "yes," and only five replied 
in the negative. 

This then is the verdict of the alumni of the present curriculum at 
St. John's-lawyers, doctors; business men, government officials, teachers, 
farmers, social workers, artists, ministers. Few have achieved distinction 
as yet in their chosen fields of endeavor, yet almost all may be said to 
be masters of themselves and their talents, free men with free minds. 
To this extent the College has succeeded and the curriculum proven 
itself sound. 

But no remarks on this occasion would be complete without some ex
pression from the new President of his educational philosophy and his 
plans for the future. It must be apparent to all that I stand firmly 
committed to the St. John's program. I can think of no better vehicle to 
fulfill the purpose stated in the Charter of the College, that is, "the 
liberal education of youth ... in order to train up and perpetuate a suc
cession of able and honest men for discharging the various offices and 
duties of life, both civil and religious." That does not preclude changes 
and modifications as experience shows them to be necessary. I am par
ticularly concerned that the very quality of uniqueness in the St. John's 

program not result in its being looked upon as some sort of sacred 
shibboleth. There must be no cult, no unreasoning adherence to any 
set of principles simply for the sake of preserving non-conformity. On 
the other hand, there will be no compromise of the fundamental principles 
upon which the program is based. The introduction of the required music 
tutorial in the Freshman year seems a promising innovation. The College 
has been reproached for failing to provide historical perspective. On the 
contrary, it is our contention that a better illumination of the past is 
gained through the St. John's curriculum. We have perhaps reached the 
point, however, where certain lectures may be devoted to the great periods 
and movements of history. We plan too to introduce in limited degree 
lectures on the culture and traditions of the East, so that the student 
will acquire some conception of the background and hopes of the peoples 
of Asia, who will impinge upon us in the years ahead to an ever increasing 
degree. 

A strong and inspiring faculty will remain our chief concern. Even 
though the books continue to be the great teachers, the St. John's pro
gram will never be stronger than the men who lead the seminars and 
instruct in the tutorials and laboratories. The new College Polity already 
adopted indicates our intention to grant early tenure to those tutors who 
have demonstrated their abilities to work within the program. The 
College must also have constant infusions of new talent, as men of 
broad scholarship and intellectual vigor are attracted to Annapolis. Of 
no less importance is the student body itself. The present ratio of geo
graphical distribution commends itself with roughly half of the men 
coming from Maryland and the other half from the other states of the 
Union. The immediate need is to stimulate the imaginations of an ever
widening circle of able and well prepared young men so that the College 
may best fulfill its function as a community of learning. 

The road ahead is not easy. St. John's College persists as one of the 
strongest challenges to conventional higher education in this country. It 
is a source of satisfaction to read that other institutions are now trying 
to remedy the same situation that St John's College has been concerned 
with for over a decade. As President Douglas McGregor of Antioch Col
lege has said: 

"The inertia of past ways of thinking and acting, the inevitable 
suspicion attending any break with habitual patterns, the un
foreseen practical obstacles which must be overcome-these are 
the constant nightmares of a college with the courage to under
take real pioneering in our tradition-bound educational system." 

I am convinced in my own mind that our times are sorely in need of the 
liberal arts education which this College provides and I would gladly share 



the patents and copyrights with any dozen other colleges in this country 
tomorrow. 

The parlous state of education in this country is well described by 
Bernard Iddings Bell in LIFE'S recent special issue on U S. Schools. He 
argues well for a "Know Why" in what we are doing while accusing our 
schools of suffering from "complacent orthodoxy, from deadening devo
tion to a theory of man and a theory of knowledge that can only lead to 
disaster tomorrow.". As so fully discussed in the Harvard Report on 
General Educatzon m a Free Society, which incidentally appeared some 
years after the St. John's program was established, the phenomenal growth 
of kn~wledge and society has produced a veritable eruption of our whole 
educational system, and vocational specialism has tended "to take from 
the college what theoretical unity it had." There must be some unifying 
force, some purpose and direction to education that will. prevent men 
from moving farther and farther apart as they fly off on the tangents of 
their specialized tasks. 

These are truly times to try men's souls. Democracy is being tested in 
the crucible of ideological conflict and even of open warfare. Funda
mental concepts and beliefs are being challenged. It is no longer enough 
to assume rather naively that democracy is the best of all possible worlds. 
The onus is on us in these United States to prove our contention. As 
never before we must demonstrate that democracy can and does work. As 
never before education must contribute to this end. 

First and foremost our colleges must provide men who can think. 
There is too much doing in this country without enough thinking. The 
~hole tempo of American life contributes to this end. Perhaps it results 
m part fron: our competitiveness as a people. Perhaps it is sheer in
tellectual lazmess. Too many men are afflicted with "in and out boxitis" -
they are happy as long as they are passing papers from their in-boxes to 
their out-boxes. The avalanche of paper successfully forestalls the need 
for thinking through basic problems. Even more tragic, there is ultimately 
a numbing of the intellect which precludes constructive thought should 
the flow of paper miraculously stop. 

Unfortunately most college graduates have never learned to think. 
They have been too busy taking notes and boning for examinations. They 
have lost themselves in veritable haystacks of facts. A true liberal arts 
education must free the mind. It must teach how to approach a pro
blem, how to define the alternatives, how to make decisions, and how to 
communicate to others the logic and reasonableness of the decision or 
idea. Democracy must have such men to survive-both as the philosopher 
guardians of the Republic and as the citizens vigilant who elect them to 
office. 

Moreover, the colleges must inculcate a consciousness of heritage. No 

man can hope to understand the present intelligently without some genuine 
awareness of the currents of thought which flow down to us from the 
Greeks, _the Jews, and the Romans, through the great minds of Western 
ovil1zation. The educate~ man must know the struggles of his pre
decessor~ to .resolve the dichotomy of faith and reason, of authority and 
p:agmatJsm If he IS to reach an intelligent and satisfying conclusion for 
himself. How can he appreciate freedom else he read and discuss it in 
the writings. of Mill, Locke,. Rousseau, and the founding fathers. Only 
then can he mterpret that hentage and make it meaningful and compelling 
on the ideological battlefront. 

The great da?ger that we face is the loss of that heritage of freedom
not to commumsm ~ut to those who in misguided zeal against the enemy 
would sacrifice certam of the very bas!c principles of freedom which they 
fi~ht to defend. .As President Momll of the University of Minnesota 
said at Chapel Hill this month, "The last citadel of all freedom is in
tellectual freedo~." Teachers oaths are dangerous and stultifying things. 
They are a defimte step along the road to regimentation and statism which 
we must at all costs avoid. The man who knows his heritage appreciates the 
a~e-long struggle to achieve this freedom we would now so blindly cur
tail. I for one believe that the answer to the threat of communism is not 
in oaths and suppressive laws but rather in the fullest revelation of com
munisms' shortcomings and false promises. I have enough faith in 
democracy to believe that communism must always come out second best 
in the market place of ideas. 

. ~inally, to meet the present crisis the college must impart that which 
1s nght. As the Harvard r.eport so correctly stated, "Never in the history 
of_ the world have vulganty and debilitation beat so insistently on the 
mmd as they now do from screen, radio, and newsstand." Wars and their 
aftermath are destroying the moral fibre of our people, and callous and 
mesp_ons1ble_ defamation of character is sapping our political life and 
effectively d1scouragmg able men from seeking public office. Our con
cern that ~t~te and. church ren:ain separate has now brought a Supreme 
Court declSlon which would m effect completely proscribe religion in 
our schools. Men's regard for their mutual religious sensibilities has had 
the effect of promoting thoughtless secularism. 

It is the duty_ of the college to provide the means whereby each student 
may arnve at his own understanding of how he shall live his life. Many 
a supposedly educated. college graduate. has. refused to face the simple 
questions of what he is and where he 1s gomg. When confronted with 
them his answer is a superior or indifferent shrug of the shoulder or a 
bewildered c~nfession of his intellectual impotency. How can a man 
discover the mner resources to carry him through a rich and satisfying 
life else he have struggled to some solution of the great questions of 



God and man and nature. How can he make right and happy judgments 
else he have arrived at some appreciation of what is right and good. 

I believe that there must be an acceptance of the dignity of the in
dividual man, a concept so basic to democracy, Christianity and our whole 
Western tradition. I should hope also that there would come the dis
covery of a motivating and inspiring Power higher than man and beyond 
his comprehension. Then man can attain to the deep reservoirs of inner 
strength and the dynamic impulses to recognize his duty to his fellows. 
Then man will not be content to live unto himself but he will be impelled 
into the market place. He will return to Plato's Cave and thus his 
destiny as an educated man will have been fulfilled. To this end we af 
St. John's College will continue to devote our energies. 

ADDRESS 

JOHN W. OWENS 
EDITOR EMERITUS OF THE BALTIMORE SuNPAPERS 

At the outset, I shall make the way easier for myself by confessing 
that I speak in platitude. As some of you may know, most of my life 
has been spent in an environment in which platitude is an ever-present 
help in time of trouble. But today I use the platitude not because of in
dolence; rather, I hope that it may be of some value" After all, a plati
tude is supposed to be a truism. There are times when the air is filled 
with a babel of voices and a man's integrity of thought may be served 
by holding fast to some long-tested truism and saying within himself: 
"This I believe .I" In this particular setting, I venture to recall a truism 
of thought and of conduct which is some 2,000 years old. It is recorded 
in one of the great books-Matthew xxii chapter, xxi verse: "Render 
therefore unto Caesar the things which are Caesar's; and unto God the 
things that are God's." President Weigle has given you a sensitive re
view and appraisal of the idea which rules St. John's College. That idea 
stands, of course, against the background of our times. Taken together, 
the idea and the times make the truism laid down in Matthew centuries 
ago a primary rule in our society. 

As all of you know, we live in an age of autpority-an age of expand
ing authority in government. Wherever you turn your eyes in social 
organization you see expansion of authority. In the East of Europe 
and farther East, you see nation after nation which has passed under iron 
authority. This authority professes a philosophy which resembles the 
tender teaching of Christ. But its rule is iron. In the West of Europe, 
you see efforts under the democratic process to expand authority without 
the use of iron. In Britain, which taught us much of what we know about 
constitutional rights of the individual, one of the most fascinating of all 
experiments in social authority is pressed without ceasing. It is pressed 
by men who remain at heart libertarians. In differing measures, the move
ment runs throughout the old civilizations in the West of Europe. Here 
in the United States you have seen in less than 20 years a social revolution 
which has profoundly altered much of our economy and much of our 
thought. Again under the democratic process, the authority of govern
ment has been exprnded as never before in our history. 

Almost nowhere is there sign of substantial retrogression in this 
movement to expand the authority of government. In Britain, where 
debate probably has been better than anywhere else, the issue is not on 
whether to travel backward, but on whether to slow down. In large parts 
of the British economy, the choice is between Socialists who say, "We 



will," and Tories who say, "We must." In our vast land, the move
ment toward authority is not so far advanced as in Britain, but again the 
debate is, in actuality, not on whether to travel backward, but on 
whether to slow down. I have not the time or the competence to trace 
the threads which have led from cause to effect in this movement toward 
authority. All of you read daily some section of the debate on cause and 
effect. All of you have read a thousand times discussion of the influence 
of modern industrialism on the social order. All of you have heard a 
thousand times discussion of the effects on the social order of the two 
deadliest of wars. All of you have heard theories on the interplay of 
industrialism and wars in forcing social change. letting such discussion 
take its course, we find ourselves living before the towering fact that 
expansion of authority in government proceeds stubbornly throughout 
the world-almost as though it were ordained evolution. 

Arising under the general phenomena and spreading its effects through
out the world is another towering fact. That is the division between East 
and West which affects the terms of government in all lands. In few 
nations are the effects more pronounced than in this country. Division 
compels us to prodigious measures of defense on a scale that may be 
called global. These measures of defense ratify and confirm the move
ment toward expansion of authority in government. Over and over 
again, additional authority must be delegated to the Chief Executive 
who also is the Commander-in-Chief. Often the new authority which 
is delegated must be exercised in a degree of secrecy which is without 
precedent and gives further concentration to authority. No other course 
is feasible or possible. 

All of this sums up into a condition which may be stated simply. In 
this gathering there is not one young man who can imagine, for him
self, the freedom from regulation by government which older men, in 
their youth, took for granted as they took for granted the air they 
breathed. Regulation in this country is usually self-critical. For the 
most part, it is in the hands of men whose inner attitudes were formed 
in a day of freer individualism. Moreover, they are aware of public 
opinion and of the ballot. We retain the right to turn out one party 
and put in another. Nevertheless-with one party in power or another
spreading regulation by government is the rule. Authority to decide 
whether young men shall be free to build civilian careers or shall be 
dedicated to the military arts is a more imminent power than this nation 
ever has known save in actual war. Many thousands of young men-and 
many thousands of those who can see the first hints of middle age-can
not be sure how much of their lives and careers shall be at the order of 
government. But this is only the more intimate phase. As you know, 
regulation by government reaches into civilian life-into industry, into 
finance, into agriculture, into labor. Unless the fates favor us, regula-

tion will reach deeper and deeper into civilian life-sometimes indirectly 
sometimes directly. ' 

There is no occasion for me to speak of the dangers which inhere in 
expansion and centralization of authority in government. You hear 
warnings each day and none is needed from me. But I should like to 
says a few words about protection against these known dangers. I believe 
that the foundation of protection will be found in the work of such 
schools of liberal education as St. John's College. For, in asking pro
tection, we can no longer comfortably assume that our fathers did for 
us all that is necessary when they surrounded authority with signs which 
read: "Thou. shah not!" We _cannot rely upon negations which long 
ago were wntten mto constitutions and statutes. We have seen limita
tion afrer limitation give way under necessity or appearance of necessity. 
In this age of authority, protection must once again be found in the 
affirmative will of the peQple themselves to preserve the essence of 
libe:ty-.not alw~ys the old forms of liberty, but the essence. Our gen
eration, m the orcumstances of our generation, must themselves preserve 
liberty as our. fathers in their generation found a way to do. We may 
find strength m our day by remembering that the will of our fathers to 
pr_eserve _liberty taught ~hem in their day the way to forge instruments 
with which to serve thelt ends. Their will made the difference between 
success and_ failure. Their will caused them to plant the Bill of Rights 
m the wntten statement of our constitutional principles. But, had 
~hey not d~ne. so, their . will would have planted the Bill of Rights 
m our constituttonal practices. 

. I? thi~ country, the protection which must be sought is against failures 
m mtelhgence, rather than failures in character. As I have said, we 
retain the power to ~rn out one party and put in another. But, apart 
from the ballot, we live m no danger that authority will produce the 
man on horseback. Ours is not the climate in which Napoleons are pro
duced. The muscular humor of the bleachers pervades our politics. The 
first of the actual dangers against which we need protection is the danger 
that we_ s?all not find and_ gather the i.ntelligence which will be required 
m admm1stratlon of the gigantic machme of authority. We may blunder 
into acts of oppression. Broadly speaking, administration of the gigantic 
machine of government which has been erected calls for two types of 
men. One is the technician who can keep the particulars in movement. 
The supply is fairly abundant. The other is-for want of a better word 
-the statesman who can keep the particulars in proportion and build 
them into a firm and yet flexible unit. That supply is not abundant. The 
next of the great dangers against which we must find protection is failure 
of the people to think. Already, the machine of governmental authority 
is so gig<1ntic that there is no hope that the people can know more than 



fragments ot the particulars with which technicians deal. The machine 
is so gigantic that many of the people also lose sight of the general 
movements with which those we have called statesmen must deal. The 
bur~en of understanding is so heavy that the people could drift into 
habits of complacent obedience to authority, relieved only by more or 
less aimless outbursts of temper at the polls. 

The broad base of protection against these twin dangers of failure in 
i?telligence-failure in the vast authority and failure in the people who 
live. uncle~ authority--can be stated in simple terms. The base of pro
tect10n will be in enrichment of the quality of citizenship. The base of 
protection will be in spotting the life of our country with men who are 
bigger than their daily tasks. The base of protection will be in spotting 
the life of our country with good lawyers who are more than good 
lawyers; with good engineers who are more than good engineers; with 
good doctors who are more than good doctors; with good financiers who 
are more than good fin2nciers; with good farmers who are more than 
good farmers. The base of protection against the dangers of this age 
of authority will be in spotting our country with lawyers and engineers 
and doctors and financiers and farmers who are citizens of the world of 
thought which lives above and beyond tasks of the day. Out of such 
material we may breed the quality of men who will be big enough to ad
minister the gigantic machine of authority and out of such material we 
may . breed the quality of men who will lead the people in perception 
and m reason as they exercise their sovereign authority over the authority 
of government. 

You may say that already we have spotted the life of our country 
with men of the quality that is required. The point can be argued. 
Certainly, we have spotted the life of our country with good men in 
the professions and in all the lines of material production. But a case 
can be made that we have compressed their minds. Nearly two centuries 
have passed since Adam Smith dropped into the melting pot of ideas 
his elucidation of the principle of division of labor. In our country, we 
have divided with a vengeance. Professions have been divided into sub
professions. We take the most promising material that comes out of 
the law schools and in a little while this material is divided into tax 
lawyers, insurance lawyers, admiralty lawyers, labor lawyers~all of them 
experts in narrow fields. The course is followed in other professions. One 
can hear a throat doctor tell a patient that he does not touch heart cases. 
For anything that I know to the contrary, there may be bankers who are 
equivalents of throat men and heart men. We have made this division 
and subdivision of labor pay material dividends of which Adam Smith 
could not dream. But in our American way of doing things, we have 
brought into society able, brilliant, distinguished specialists who often 

know practically all there is to know in their own specialized fields and are 
dull mediocrity itself beyond their fields. So far as social and political in
stitutions are concerned, there are distinguished specialists in the pro
fessions who seem to know no more than could be learned in a high
school course in civics. Some have had little time to learn more. And 
that is not all. In this greatest of democratic experiments, brilliant 
minds which are set apart for specialization are often taught that their 
priestly robes must not be contaminated by contact with the practicalities 
of government or politics-save in special circumstances which will set 
them apart from pollution. Few things deserve more of satire than the 
condescension toward government and politics of fortunate men who 
themselves do little more than the casting of an angry ballot or the 
sending of an angry check to the tax-collector. 

Now, nothing could be more foolish than to deal lightly wi~h. ~he 
abundant fruits of division and subdivision of labor even when division 
is carried into the refinemrnts of specialization which we know. The 
special training which makes a great throat doctor or a great heart 
doctor is one of the blessings of the human race. But, equally, we can
not be so foolish as to take much of our best brains and set it apart from 
the central issues of society-from vital things in the COf!lmon life. ~ e 
cannot afford to take much of our best brains in this age of expandmg 
authority in government and so narrow the life .and w~r~ of . those 
brains that they yield but scant material either for wise admm1strat10n of 
vast authority in government or for wise criticism which will keep 
authority in its place. Our task is to keep the goo_d mmds and the 
brilliant minds as good and brilliant as ever in their own fields and 
yet to enlarge them for full performance of the duties of democrat_ic 
citizenship in a period in which these duties call for all that we have m 
intelligence. 

If you will allow me to speak somewhat dogmatically in a fi~ld in 
which I should speak with extreme hmid_ity, I will say that product10n of 
big citizenship in this democracy is today one of the first thmgs that 
must be rendered unto God. After all has been rendered unto Caesar 
that must be rendered in this age of authority, there remains to be 
rendered unto God the production and development of those qualities in 
men which keep them erect on their feet as men and as i:nembers of a 
free society. Nowhere can that work be done so well as m the sch~ols 
of liberal education. You do not, of course, have a monopoly. Sooety 
always has hidden assets. In some unknown hamlet, an unknown 
Lincoln may in this hour save coins with which to buy one or two great 
books, to be read after the day's toil and to be treasured as pearls of 
great price. He may appear. And he may voice. the . dreams of men m 
words so pregnant and so poetic that they will smg m the ears of pos-



But we cannot afford to wait for genius. A democracy must use 
its good material.. And nowhere is there such opportunity as in the 
schools to take the good material that lies all around and to treat and 
develop and fashion it into fine materiaL Nowhere else is there such 

to men who are destined to be competent or dis-
.fields and to make them into active members of 

which must be the foundation of democratic 
Nowhere is there such opportunity to teach the final 

lesson that the search for wider communion of thought stops at no mile
stone and marches with man to the grave. 

When I speak in these terms before a gathering at St. John's College, 
I realize that I do no more than reaffirm as best I can the doctrine by 
which you live and in which you have reared an exalted example. Per
haps, I should excuse myself for trying to say things which you have 
shown so well. that you are able to say for yourselves and to do for your
selves. If an excuse is necessary, it is to be found in my conviction that 
St. John's College-in training men to think and to think of many 
things, in training them to be bigger within their own minds than the daily 
tasks which await them-is meeting the first requirement of our democracy 
in this day. And, since our American democracy does not exist solely for 
its own glory, St. John's is doing the work of which mankind is most in 
need. 

You are about to move into a new stage 0f your work. You are about 
to do so in a time when history races at top speed. And you will go into 
this stage under new leadership. I shall not occupy your time with con
ventional recital of the record in other places which shaped Richard 
Weigle for leadership of St. John's. You know the record. Instead, 
I shall embarrass President Weigle. Some of you have learned to read 
the stories which are written on the faces of men by their inner thoughts. 
You will know that President Weigle is, inside of himself, the scholar 
whose life is dedicated to pursuit of truth. No more need be said of 
his coming to St But I should like to say one word to the young 
scholars of St Were 1 of your age, facing the world that lies 
ahead of us, I that I would be wise enough to offer humble thanks 
that a little time been given me, here in these quiet and gracious 
halls, to follow Richard Weigle in meditation with the great minds and 
the great souls who lighted lanterns in the darkness of the past. 
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